1. A. Ones  B. Once  C. One  D. Long
2. A. were  B. is  C. are  D. was
3. A. staying  B. stay  C. lived  D. stayed
4. A. hand  B. heard  C. had  D. hered
5. A. next  B. net  C. grass  D. nest
6. A. love  B. lovely  C. dove  D. dull
7. A. had  B. hand  C. have  D. herd
8. A. sound  B. noise  C. voice  D. song
9. A. saw  B. also  C. not  D. did
10. A. for  B. on  C. of  D. in
11. A. many  B. very  C. too  D. to
12. A. mooing  B. barking  C. crowing  D. crying
13. A. barking  B. crying  C. bleating  D. roaring
14. A. big  B. small  C. huge  D. great
15. A. hear  B. here  C. near  D. hare

From questions 22-25, write the plurals of the words.
22. Child _______
   A. children  B. child's  
   C. childs  D. childrens
23. Sheep _______
   A. sheeps  B. sheep  
   C. ship  D. sheep's
24. Knife _______
   A. knifes  B. knives  
   C. knives  D. knifes
25. Woman _______
   A. women  B. woman  
   C. man  D. men

Choose the correctly spelt word
26. A. Elephant  B. Elepat  
   C. Elephant  D. Elepant
27. A. Teacher  B. Techer  
   C. Ticher  D. Techer

Complete the following sentences
28. A. sheep _______
   A. roars  B. moos  C. hisses  D. bleats
29. A person who flies an aeroplane is a _______
   A. electrician  B. doctor  
   C. pilot  D. mason
30. Apples, mangoes, oranges and bananas are _______
   A. fruits  B. animals  
   C. sweets  D. shops

Read the following passage carefully and answer questions 31-40

There once lived a giraffe and a fox in a park. They were good friends. Whenever they got time, they used to sit under a tree near the stream and passed time happily by talking on different topics.

One day, when the fox was roaming, he saw nice grapes in the farm on the other side of the stream. As the stream was deep, it was not possible for him to cross it. On the following day, when he met the giraffe, he told him about the grapes. The giraffe agreed to take him on
In the story which animals were good friends?
A. Fox and giraffe
B. The hare and the fox
C. Hyena and the fox
D. Giraffe and the ox

Whenever they got time they rested ________
A. in the stream    B. in the farm
C. in a cave       D. under a tree

The fox saw ________
A. oranges    B. grapes
C. bananas   D. trees

The fox was ________
A. swimming   B. sleeping
C. roaming    D. hunting

Where did the animals live? In a ________
A. park      B. tree
C. farm     D. stream

The fox was unable to cross the stream because it was ________
A. narrow    B. wide
C. shallow  D. deep

The fox crossed the river ________
A. by swimming   B. on giraffe’s back
C. by jumping   D. on a bridge

The fox said his habit was to ________
A. swim after lunch
B. sleep after supper
C. sing after having lunch
D. dance after having breakfast

The giraffe wanted the fox ________
A. not to sing    B. not to swim
C. to sing      D. to swim

Why could the fox not go on its own to the grape farm?
A. It was sick    B. It could not be able to cross the deep stream
C. It was afraid of the farm owner    D. It was not his habit

The world we live in is ________
A. good    B. bad
C. beautiful  D. dull

Hills, valleys and rivers are known as ________
A. man-made features
B. physical features
C. true features
D. earth features

An environment has ________
A. forests, lakes and sea
B. soil, trees and clothes
C. desks, benches and grass
D. papers, books and pencils

We should ________ our environment.
A. pollute    B. destroy
C. burn    D. protect

To protect the environment, we should ________
A. burn charcoal
B. plant more trees
C. cut the trees
D. throw papers everywhere

When trees are cut down, the soil is ________
A. left with cover
B. burnt by the sun
C. covered with grass
D. left without cover

Polluted rivers and lakes have ________
A. dirty water
B. clean water
C. salty water
D. pure water

It is our time to ________
A. pollute the environment
B. conserve the environment
C. destroy the environment
D. dig the environment

We live in ________
A. the valley
B. the forest
C. the world
D. the sea

The best title for this passage is ________
A. Our home
B. Our lake
C. Our school
D. Our environment